PADDED STRAPS

WHAT ARE PADDED STRAPS?

Padded straps are not made from the regular
firm elastic band but sewn from the same fabrics
as the bra or bustier. Hidden between the fabrics
is a layer of soft filling like padding or batting.

WHY WOULD I USE THEM?

Sometimes regular elastic straps can dig deep in
the shoulders due to the weight of the breast.
Specially with larger cups this might really hurt.
Padded straps are wider and softer which will
spread the weight and releave the pain.

RELEAVE YOUR
SHOULDERS

WHICH MATERIALS DO I NEED?

You will need the same stretch fabric and the same non-stretch lining your bra
is made of. In between those fabrics you will need a layer of padding or batting. The
padded straps only reach just over the shoulder and you will still need some elastic
straps with adjusters at the back of the bra allowing the straps to interact with
your movements. To sum it up
outside : the same fabric of your bra
wrong side : cup lining
inside : padding or batting
back side : elastic straps with adjusters and rings

PADDING

This is a triple layered fabric, foam or batting
in the middle and laminated with charmeuse
or cotton lining at both sides. Due to the glue
padding will feels slightly stiff.

BATTING

This is a soft high volume fleece of loose fibers
(cotton or polyester or a blend of those).
Batting is softer than padding because of the
lack of glue.

HOW DO I MAKE PADDED STRAPS?
First of all you will need a paper pattern. The
best padded straps are a bite wider at the
shoulder. Instead of just gambling about it the
best thing to do is drawing a proper pattern
for it, with the right measurements in length
and width.
To get you started this PDF already includes 2
different patterns, one for plain (or printed)
fabric and one for scalloped lace. All you need
to do is check the measurements of the
patterns with your own measurements.

Measurements
Length :
Measure from the top end of your bra cup to
just over the shoulder like the sketches on the
first page.
Width :
The middle of the shoulder always sits a little
lower, just beside the shoulder joint. Push with
2 fingers at that point to find out which
width feels most comfortable.

Cutting
Use the cutting line halfway the pattern to lengthen or shorten the
pattern and adjust the width if needed.
Trace the pattern and add 0,75cm seam allowance all around the
pattern for the fabrics but NOT for the padding or batting.
Double up the lycra (spandex) and cut the straps from the double layer
lycra.
Double up the lining and cut the straps from the double layer lining.
Cut the straps 2x from a single layer padding or batting .
Sewing

Pin the lycra straps with the wrong side up
on top of the lining. Pin the padding or
batting straps on top of the lycra, the lycra
seam allowance should be visible all around!
Stitch with a straight stitch along one
length. During stitching the sewing machine
will flatten the padding / batting, allowing
some stitches to hit the filling as well.
Turning the straps
Fold the lining back over the padding /
batting, make sure the lining is not visible at
the lycra side.
Pin all layers tight together and pin the
straps BEHIND the unfinished bra cup.
Attach this with 2 rows of a narrow zigzag
stitch, make sure the filling is stitched along
as well.
Now you can finish the top edge of the band
+ cup armpit + straps with picot elastic.
Finishing the raw edges with picot elastic
Place picot elastic on the seam allowance;
on the right side of the fabric with the
picots pointing towards the fabric.
Stitch along the picots with a narrow
zigzag, stretching the elastic kindly during
stitching.
Turn the elastic to the wrong side of the
fabric and stitch along the straight side
with a narrow zigzag stitch.

The thickness of the padding / batting causes
the lycra and lining not to fitt completely
anymore when one layer is turned back.

Another problem might occur when the fabrics
are pinned together too tight. When the pins are
removed the lycra unstretches and the filling
may start to wrinkle inside.

WHAT ARE THE
TRICKY PARTS?

You will really need to let your fingers do their
magic when using these thick fillings!

COMPLETING THE STRAPS
The straps elastic

Cut the strap elastic in half.
Attach a slide at one end of the elastic with
a narrow zigzag stitch. Lead the loose end
through a ring and back through the slides.

Connecting the ring

Lead the loose end of the padded straps
through the ring and fold back the red
colored part of the pattern.
Close with a narrow zigzag stitch, make
sure the filling is stitched along as well.

Sewing the elastic on the band

Pin the loose end of the elastic straps at the
back of the bra band, around 5 to 7cm
from the midback and all the way down to
the bottom edge. This way the elastic will
not pull the band out of shape.
Attach with a narrow zigzag stitch at the
bottom edge and also at the top edge.

For a band with back rounding

Some bra bands (specially larger sizes) have
a rounding at the midback, allowing the
band keep more width than just the size of
the closure. For that type of band you can
attach the elastic straps with a narrow
zigzag stitch only at the point where the
rounding starts and not all the way down.

WHAT IF I WANT TO USE SCALLOPED LACE FOR THE STRAPS?
To work with scalloped lace the pattern always must have a straight line where the scallops will be
used. The shape of the padded straps will be slightly different to keep the required width.

Because lace usually is kind of sheer and open the padding or batting will first be covered with lining at
both sides and the lace will be added after this.
Cutting
Use the cutting line halfway the pattern to lengthen or shorten the
pattern and adjust the width if needed.
Trace the pattern and add 0,75cm seam allowance all around the
pattern for the lining but NOT for the padding or batting. For the
scalloped lace add the seam allowance all around EXCEPT at the
scalloped selvedge.
Double up the scalloped lace and cut the straps from the double layer
lace.
Double up the lining and cut the straps 2x from the double layer lining.
Cut the straps 2x from a single layer padding or batting.
Sewing
Pin the lining straps on each other. Pin the
padding or batting straps on top of the
lining, the lining seam allowance should be
visible all around!
Stitch with a straight stitch along the
straight length. During stitching the sewing
machine will flatten the padding / batting,
allowing some stitches to hit the filling as
well.
Fold the lining back over the filling.
Pin the scalloped lace on top, pin through all
layers! Make sure the lining doesn't show
from behind the lower parts of the scallopes.
Stitch with a stitching (3 steps) stitch along
the straight length.
Pin all layers tight together and pin the
straps BEHIND the unfinished bra cup.
Attach this with 2 rows of a narrow zigzag
stitch, make sure the filling is stitched along
as well.
Now you can finish the top edge of the band
+ cup armpit + straps with picot elastic and
finish the band as described before.

CAN I USE PADDED STRAPS IN SWIMWEAR?
Padded straps can be used in swimwear as well, though there are some differences in sewing them.

What is different?

lining : cover the filling with lycra at BOTH sizes
picot elastic : use clear elastic instead of picot elastic
strap elastic : don't use regular strap elastic but sew this stretching part yourself.
Adding clear elastic
Place clear elastic on the WRONG side of
the fabric at the seam allowance and stitch
with an overlock stitch, stretching the
elastic slightly.
Turn the seam allowance to the wrong side
of the fabric and topstitch with a narrow
zigzag stitch.
The clear elastic will now be invisible in
between the fabric.

Sewing DIY lycra straps
Cut 2 lycra strips 40x3,5cm. Fold the lycra
lengthwise with the wrong side out.
Place clear elastic on the seam allowance
and stitch along the length (at inner side,
NOT at the raw edge!) with a zigzag stitch
without stretching the clear elastic.
Turn the straps inside out and use instead
of straps elastic.

